Max Cheswick
8417 N. Princeton St.
Portland, OR 97203
Cell: 503-332-5848 | maxcheswick@yahoo.com
www.maxchez.com

Web Developer
▪ Junior Web developer able to build a Web presence from the ground up, from concept, navigation, layout and
programming to UX and SEO.
▪ Detail oriented fast learner, hard worker, and team player who is proficient in an array of scripting languages
and multimedia Web tools.

Technical Skills
Languages: Proficient in CSS and HTML with a strong working knowledge of JavaScript, Python, and PHP.
Additional Web Skills: Creating and customizing Wordpress themes and plugins, Bootstrap, jQuery, JS
animations with GreenSock, Gimp, and Mobile first web design.
Digital Production: Professional knowledge of the digital audio workstations Ableton and Protools.

Web Development Experience
Mingeiarts.com - Web Developer, 2014 - Present
Responsible for the redesign and maintenance of an eCommerce website.
▪ Redesigned the Wordpress theme to bring the store’s taxonomy to the home page creating an easier and
faster way to find products to shop for.
▪ Added the option to place sold products into an archive that can easily be viewed for educational purposes
since many of the products are one of a kind pieces of Japanese history.
▪ Added Jet Zoom javaScript from starplugins.com to the product’s pictures.
▪ Ability to address my client’s needs in a timely manner and offer solutions to help better the UX within the
theme’s limitations as well as adjusting the PHP files to achieve their desired results.
▪ Creating a plugin to extend the functionality of Cart66 to allow an option for adding shipping insurance.

Education
Treehouse Coursework - Completed at www.teamtreehouse.com/maxcheswick
▪ 100 course achievements and over 90 hours of coursework
▪ HTML: basics, forms, accessibility, tables, lists, links, and HTML5
▪ CSS: selectors, gradients, transitions, responsive design, media queries, Bootstrap, and Sass basics
▪ JavaScript: functions, variables, selecting elements and adding events, arrays, objects, numbers and strings,
jQuery, and Ajax
▪ Python: objects, dictionaries, tuples, slices, Django, and Flask basics
Portland Community College - Professional Music Certificate, 2007-2009
▪ Professionally trained in digital and analog recording and production
▪ Skilled in editing and mixing with extreme detail in digital software and on analog tape.
Spring Hill College - Mobile, AL - Business and Marketing, 2000-2004
▪ Core Liberal Arts curriculum
▪ Marketing and brand management

Work Experience
Hospitality- 2004-present
▪ Currently Bartending at Portland City Grill. The highest grossing restaurant in the state averaging over 14
million dollars a year with 8,000 - 10,000 dollars in personal sales a week.
▪ Extreme multi-tasking in a high pressure environment for 10 hour shifts.
▪ Strength in customer relations have helped to build and maintain a large number of returning clientel.

